GUIDE

House Building Software - powered by SiteStream

Making Strategic
Forecasting easy
with Eque2
Housebuilding
Software
Eque2’s Housebuilding software seamlessly
integrates every stage of the house building process
through its separate modules, Land, Build, Sales
and Customer Care, which can be used together or
separately for a solution that suits your business.
This factsheet examines how the Land module,
as standalone software, can increase efficiency,
accuracy and profitability, helping you make quick,
informed decisions on land opportunities.

Create live cashflow modelling

Report on Profitability from Site

Create simple, easy-to-manage cashflow forecasts
for each job with fully automated cost and revenue
allocation. Live cost and revenue information, fed by
the Build and Sales modules, create live cashflow
modelling so rolling forecasts are realistic and
always up-to-date.

Gain a clear view of all business activity in real
time with a standard suite of reports for internal
reporting and submission to external funders, as
well as collating profitability and performance
feedback from sites.

Make better-informed land
purchase decisions

Protect commercially
sensitive data

Make better-informed purchase decisions by viewing
the key performance indicators of a forecast;
consistent data and methods minimise the risk of
errors, while ‘what if’ questions can be answered
with speed and conviction at any stage of the project.

Ensure total protection for commercially sensitive
data by applying authorised entry controls,
protecting methods and assumptions from
ad-hoc changes. Introducing sign-off procedures,
monitored and enforced by the system, offers
additional security for your data.

Report by plot and house
type across all projects
Update business plans with high-quality, in-depth
reporting that not only allows for an exhaustive
company overview, but also offers reporting in-depth
enough for drilling down into the fine details of any
project with a level of analysis suitable for board
authorisation or financial sanction.

Eque2’s Housebuilding software offers a
highly configurable and dynamic budgeting
and monitoring tool for development projects
guaranteed to give your business the
competitive edge.

To find out more about the Land module, or the additional functionality you could enjoy with
the Build, Sales and Customer Care modules, contact Eque2 today.

